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- 'It's Just Not Fair'. By Warren Entsch
- Queensland's Criminal Justice System and Homosexuality, 1860-1954. By Clive Moore and Bryan Jamison
- Coding Desire: The Emergence of a Homosexual Subculture in Queensland, 1890-1914. By Yorick Smaal
- 'And They Sleep Together Like Husband and Wife': A Queer Queensland Genealogy. By Belinda McKay
- Campaign Against Moral Persecution (CAMP). Cynthia McBride, as told to Jude Abbs
- Greg Weir. By Clive Moore
- Gaywaves. By Niels van Amsterdam
- Queensland's Queer Press. By Shirleene Robinson
- We're Here All Week: Public Formation and the Brisbane Queer Film Festival. By Kelly McWilliam
- It's Moments Like These You Need 'Mint': A Mapping of Spatialised Sexuality in Brisbane. By Sheona Thomson
- Dame Sybil Von Thorndyke and the Queen's Birthday Balls. By Clive Moore, Gina Mather and Yorick Smaal
- Gina Mather. By Yorick Smaal
- Tamara Tonite. By Yorick Smaal
- 'Who's the Man and Who's the Woman?': Same-sex Couples in Queensland 'Doing' Gender and Domestic Labour. By Susan Kentlyn